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The Politics of Democratization in Hong Kong Sep 18 2021 An analysis of the politics of
transition in Hong Kong, focusing on the tug-of-war between China and Britain on
democratization, and on the interactions between the increasingly politically active people of
Hong Kong and the democratizing colonial regime. The successes and failures of British
policy since 1984, and the missed opportunities to democratize faster prior to Governor
Patten's appointment in 1992 are examined.
Constitutional Confrontation in Hong Kong Oct 08 2020 An examination of China's
accommodation of Western constitutional values, in the light of the pending return of British
Hong Kong to China. The Joint Declaration which governs the return guarantees a
continuance of these values, and this study looks at the resulting tensions between East and
West.
Defying the Dragon Dec 22 2021 'Defying the Dragon' tells a remarkable story of audacity:
of how the people of Hong Kong challenged the PRC's authority, just as its president reached
the height of his powers. Is Xi's China as unshakeable as it seems? What are its real interests
in Hong Kong? Why are Beijing's time-honoured means of control no longer working there?
And where does this leave Hongkongers themselves?Stephen Vines has lived in Hong Kong
for over three decades. His book shrewdly unpacks the Hong Kong-China relationship and its
wider significance--right up to the astonishing convergence of political turmoil and

international crisis with Covid-19 and the 2020 crackdown.Vividly describing the uprising
from street level, Vines explains how and why it unfolded, and its global repercussions. Now,
the international community is reassessing relations with Beijing, just as Hong Kong's
rebellion and China's handling of the pandemic have exposed the regime's weakness. In a
crisis that has become existential all round, what lies ahead for Hong Kong, China and the
world?
Made in Hong Kong Nov 01 2022 Between 1949 and 1997, Hong Kong transformed from a
struggling British colonial outpost into a global financial capital. Made in Hong Kong delivers
a new narrative of this metamorphosis, revealing Hong Kong both as a critical engine in the
expansion and remaking of postwar global capitalism and as the linchpin of Sino-U.S. trade
since the 1970s. Peter E. Hamilton explores the role of an overlooked transnational Chinese
elite who fled to Hong Kong amid war and revolution. Despite losing material possessions,
these industrialists, bankers, academics, and other professionals retained crucial connections
to the United States. They used these relationships to enmesh themselves and Hong Kong
with the U.S. through commercial ties and higher education. By the 1960s, Hong Kong had
become a manufacturing powerhouse supplying American consumers, and by the 1970s it
was the world’s largest sender of foreign students to American colleges and universities.
Hong Kong’s reorientation toward U.S. international leadership enabled its transplanted
Chinese elites to benefit from expanding American influence in Asia and positioned them to
act as shepherds to China’s reengagement with global capitalism. After China’s reforms
accelerated under Deng Xiaoping, Hong Kong became a crucial node for China’s exportdriven development, connecting Chinese labor with the U.S. market. Analyzing untapped
archival sources from around the world, this book demonstrates why we cannot understand
postwar globalization, China’s economic rise, or today’s Sino-U.S. trade relationship without
centering Hong Kong.
A History of Hong Kong Oct 27 2019 In 1842, a 'barren island' was reluctantly ceded by
China to an unenthusiastic Britain. But the new colony prospered from the outset and, in
1898, a further area was leased to Britain for 99 years. Welsh looks at Hong Kong's history
from those early days.
City on Fire Jan 11 2021 A long-term resident and expert observer of dissent in Hong
Kong takes readers to the frontlines of Hong Kong's revolution. Through the long, hot
summer of 2019, Hong Kong burned. Anti-government protests, sparked by a government
proposal to introduce a controversial extradition law, grew into a pro-democracy movement
that engulfed the city for months. Protesters fought street battles with police, and the unrest
brought the People's Liberation Army to the doorstep of Hong Kong. Driven primarily by
youth protesters with their 'Be water!' philosophy, borrowed from hometown hero Bruce
Lee, this leaderless, technology-driven protest movement defied a global superpower and
changed Hong Kong, perhaps forever. In City on Fire, Antony Dapiran provides the first
detailed analysis of the protests, and reveals the protesters' unique tactics. He explains how
the movement fits into the city's long history of dissent, examines the cultural aspects of the
movement, and looks at what the protests will mean for the future of Hong Kong, China, and
China's place in the world. City on Firewill be seen as the definitive account of an historic
upheaval.
Indelible City Aug 30 2022 An award-winning journalist and longtime Hong Konger
indelibly captures the place, its people, and the untold history they are claiming, just as it is
being erased. The story of Hong Kong has long been dominated by competing myths: to
Britain, a “barren rock” with no appreciable history; to China, a part of Chinese soil from time
immemorial, at last returned to the ancestral fold. For decades, Hong Kong’s history was
simply not taught, especially to Hong Kongers, obscuring its origins as a place of refuge and
rebellion. When protests erupted in 2019 and were met with escalating suppression from

Beijing, Louisa Lim—raised in Hong Kong as a half-Chinese, half-English child, and now a
reporter who has covered the region for nearly two decades—realized that she was uniquely
positioned to unearth the city’s untold stories. Lim’s deeply researched and personal
account casts startling new light on key moments: the British takeover in 1842, the
negotiations over the 1997 return to China, and the future Beijing seeks to impose. Indelible
City features guerrilla calligraphers, amateur historians and archaeologists, and others who,
like Lim, aim to put Hong Kongers at the center of their own story. Wending through it all is
the King of Kowloon, whose iconic street art both embodied and inspired the identity of Hong
Kong—a site of disappearance and reappearance, power and powerlessness, loss and
reclamation.
Consuming Hong Kong Jan 23 2022 Consumption forms an essential part of Hong Kong
people's lives today, but until now little serious attention has been paid to it. This book fills
this gap, in a fascinating way. The contributors to this volume explore such topics as: - the
coming of shopping malls to Hong Kong - tenants' senses of home in cramped public housing
- the experiences of movie-going - alcohol as a marker of social class - the pursuit of fashion
- Chinese art and identity among Hong Kong collectors - the dream and reality of owning a
flat - Lan Kwai Fong and its mystique - the McDonald's Snoopy craze of fall 1998 - cultural
identity and consumption in Hong Kong today This book shows how the detailed ehtnographic
study of consumption in Hong Kong can lead to a deeper understanding of Hong Kong life as
a whole, as well as of consumption in the world at large.
Hong Kong Dec 10 2020 In this intriguing and provocative exploration of its cinema,
architecture, photography, and literature, Ackbar Abbas considers what Hong Kong, with its
unique relations to decolonization and disappearance, can teach us about the future of both
the colonial city and the global city.
Doing Families in Hong Kong Jul 25 2019 The annual is a venue of publication for
sociological studies of Chinese societies and the Chinese all over the world. The main focus
is on social transformations in Hong Kong, Taiwan, the mainland, Singapore and Chinese
overseas.
Diamond Hill Mar 01 2020 Diamond Hill was one of the poorest and most backward of
villages in Hong Kong at a time when Hong Kong itself was poor and backward. We moved
there in 1956 when I was almost 10. I left when I was 19. Those were the formative years of
my life. It's a time that I remember well and cherish. Gambling and gangsters; fires and food
stalls; the Walled City and its 'white powder'. This memoir of a native son of a Kowloon
squatter village - the first book ever on Diamond Hill - presents the early days of a life
shaped by a now-extinct community. Feng Chi-shun's sharp recollections of his humble
upbringing are filled with warmth, humour, and an abundance of insights into a low-income
Hong Kong neighbourhood that no longer exists, but remains close to the hearts of many who
lived there. Diamond Hill will invite comparisons with Martin Booth's 2004 hit Gweilo. If you
enjoyed the latter, you will likely find the former similarly absorbing, because the young
Feng was, for many a "gweilo", the inaccessible yet intriguing face of an altogether edgier
Hong Kong.
Collected Hong Kong Stories Jul 17 2021 For a definitive account of what the people of
Hong Kong live by and die for, look no further than David T. K. Wong. This native son has
captured the essence of a unique society. A range of characters, from barmen to laborers,
scholars to wealthy businessmen, infuse these memorable stories with the dreams and
concerns of those living in a British colony that turned into a special administrative region of
China.
The English Language in Hong Kong Nov 20 2021 This book presents an empiricallygrounded sociolinguistic history of the English language in Hong Kong in the past 170 years.
Using substantial sets of diachronic and synchronic data, it traces the changing status and

functions of English in relation to spoken Cantonese, Mandarin and written Chinese in the key
domains of government, education and business. The author tracks the rise of Englishknowing bilingualism in the city’s Chinese community and explores the evolutionary
dynamics of Hong Kong English. He also speculates on the future of English in the territory,
particularly after 2047 when the ‘one country, two systems’ framework established by the
Sino-British Joint Declaration is dismantled. Researchers and students working in the fields
of sociolinguistics, English as a global language, world Englishes, applied linguistics and
English-language education will find this book provides valuable information and insights
about the uses and users of English in colonial and post-colonial Hong Kong. More generally,
it makes a unique contribution to the literature on the diffusion and diversification of English
worldwide.
The Civil Service in Hong Kong Apr 01 2020 This book provides a comprehensive
overview of the organization, problems, issues and prospects of the civil service in Hong
Kong. It examines the origin and development of the civil service, efforts to deal with the
changes before and after the transition, and the process of managing public services with
references to its changing role and responsibilities. The book will be of interest to
academics, civil servants, professionals and students, as well as researchers interested in
the role of civil servants in changing societies, and can be used for teaching courses on
public administration and Asian studies.
Forgotten Souls Feb 09 2021 The author has recorded the inscriptions on all 8000 graves
in the HK Cemetery. These by the way will be available in due course as an on-line database
through the Hong Kong Memory project. She has selected, from the graves she has recorded,
a wide range of people whose lives shed light on the nature of society in Hong Kong.
Inevitably as this was the 'Colonial' cemetery, they are predominantly Europeans, although
there are numerous Chinese and a surprising number of Japanese too. She has then sought
out information on these people from contemporary newspapers, land records, court records
etc to provide a rich description of life in Hong Kong during the first 100 years
approximately from its colonization and a wonderful series of anecdotes. Patricia Limhas
lived in Hong Kong for more than thirty years and is married to a Chinese. She studied at
Cambridge University and had a long and happy career teaching English, History and Latin in
various schools and bringing up a family of three daughters. On her retirement from teaching
she decided to try to bring the often hard to find heritage of Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and
the New Territories to the attention of a wider public by publishing two books of walks. This
book followed on from the second book. When gathering material for a walk round the
cemeteries of Happy Valley, the old, silent, granite monuments and headstones sparked a
keen interest in the lives of the forgotten people who lay buried in Hong Kong Cemetery.
"Patricia Lim turns a tour of the Cemetery into a tantalizing historical journey, rediscovering
the many individuals whose lives - even the most fleeting and obscure - reflect significant
developments and provide a nuanced understanding of Hong Kong's past. A solid database
and a riveting good read - a winning combination!" -- Elizabeth Sinn, University of Hong Kong
Building Colonial Hong Kong Sep 26 2019 In the 1880s, Hong Kong was a booming colonial
entrep t, with many European, especially British, residents living in palatial mansions in the
Mid-Levels and at the Peak. But it was also a ruthless migrant city where Chinese workers
shared bedspaces in the crowded tenements of Taipingshan. Despite persistent inequality,
Hong Kong never ceased to attract different classes of sojourners and immigrants, who
strived to advance their social standing by accumulating wealth, especially through land and
property speculation. In this engaging and extensively illustrated book, Cecilia L. Chu retells
the ‘Hong Kong story’ by tracing the emergence of its ‘speculative landscape’ from the late
nineteenth to the early decades of the twentieth century. Through a number of pivotal case
studies, she highlights the contradictory logic of colonial urban development: the

encouragement of native investment that supported a laissez-faire housing market, versus
the imperative to segregate the populations in a hierarchical, colonial spatial order. Crucially,
she shows that the production of Hong Kong’s urban landscapes was not a top-down
process, but one that evolved through ongoing negotiations between different constituencies
with vested interests in property. Further, her study reveals that the built environment was
key to generating and attaining individual and collective aspirations in a racially divided,
highly unequal, but nevertheless upwardly mobile, modernizing colonial city.
Fishing in Hong Kong May 27 2022 Did you leave your rods at home before relocating to
Hong Kong, unaware that such a densely populated place could support recreational fishing?
The authors walk you through the local angling spots and describe key tactics. Carp fishing,
pier fishing, and trolling for game fish are just some of the topics covered in a descriptive,
beautifully illustrated text. This book will encourage you to get out onto Hong Kong's
beautiful waters and cast a line.
The Impossible City Oct 20 2021 A boldly rendered—and deeply intimate—account of Hong
Kong today, from a resilient young woman whose stories explore what it means to survive in
a city teeming with broken promises. “[A] pulsing debut . . . about what it means to find your
place in a city as it vanishes before your eyes.”—The New York Times Book Review
LONGLISTED FOR THE ANDREW CARNEGIE MEDAL Hong Kong is known as a place of
extremes: a former colony of the United Kingdom that now exists at the margins of an
ascendant China; a city rocked by mass protests, where residents rally—often in vain—against
threats to their fundamental freedoms. But it is also misunderstood, and often romanticized.
Drawing from her own experience reporting on the politics and culture of her hometown, as
well as interviews with musicians, protesters, and writers who have watched their home
transform, Karen Cheung gives us a rare insider’s view of this remarkable city at a pivotal
moment—for Hong Kong and, ultimately, for herself. Born just before the handover to China in
1997, Cheung grew up questioning what version of Hong Kong she belonged to. Not quite at
ease within the middle-class, cosmopolitan identity available to her at her English-speaking
international school, she also resisted the conservative values of her deeply traditional, often
dysfunctional family. Through vivid and character-rich stories, Cheung braids a dual narrative
of her own coming of age alongside that of her generation. With heartbreaking candor, she
recounts her yearslong struggle to find reliable mental health care in a city reeling from the
traumatic aftermath of recent protests. Cheung also captures moments of miraculous triumph,
documenting Hong Kong’s vibrant counterculture and taking us deep into its indie music and
creative scenes. Inevitably, she brings us to the protests, where her understanding of what it
means to belong to Hong Kong finally crystallized. An exhilarating blend of memoir and
reportage, The Impossible City charts the parallel journeys of both a young woman and a city
as they navigate the various, sometimes contradictory paths of coming into one’s own.
Community College Students in Hong Kong Jun 23 2019 This book presents a
comprehensive account of the educational experiences of community college students in
Hong Kong, analyzed through a theoretical lens that intersects sociological theories of
inequality, including Bourdieu's concept of cultural capital. The student narratives featured in
this book reveal the interweaving personal, academic, and professional considerations and
challenges affecting their individual choices in the pursuit of higher education. Chapters also
reveal why, despite the relative expansion of educational opportunities, the class gap in
higher education persists.
Today Hong Kong, Tomorrow the World Jul 29 2022 A gripping history of China's
deteriorating relationship with Hong Kong, and its implications for the rest of the world. For
150 years as a British colony, Hong Kong was a beacon of prosperity where people, money,
and technology flowed freely, and residents enjoyed many civil liberties. In preparation for
handing the territory over to China in 1997, Deng Xiaoping promised that it would remain

highly autonomous for fifty years. An international treaty established a Special
Administrative Region (SAR) with a far freer political system than that of Communist
China—one with its own currency and government administration, a common-law legal system,
and freedoms of press, speech, and religion. But as the halfway mark of the SAR’s lifespan
approaches in 2022, it is clear that China has not kept its word. Universal suffrage and free
elections have not been instituted, harassment and brutality have become normalized, and
activists are being jailed en masse. To make matters worse, a national security law that
further crimps Hong Kong’s freedoms has recently been decreed in Beijing. This tragic
backslide has dire worldwide implications—as China continues to expand its global influence,
Hong Kong serves as a chilling preview of how dissenters could be treated in regions that fall
under the emerging superpower’s control. Today Hong Kong, Tomorrow the World tells the
complete story of how a city once famed for protests so peaceful that toddlers joined
grandparents in millions-strong rallies became a place where police have fired more than
10,000 rounds of tear gas, rubber bullets and even live ammunition at their neighbors, while
pro-government hooligans attack demonstrators in the streets. A Hong Kong resident from
1992 to 2021, author Mark L. Clifford has witnessed this transformation firsthand. As a
celebrated publisher and journalist, he has unrivaled access to the full range of the city’s
society, from student protestors and political prisoners to aristocrats and senior government
officials. A powerful and dramatic mix of history and on-the-ground reporting, this book is
the definitive account of one of the most important geopolitical standoffs of our time.
King Hui Apr 25 2022 Scandal and corruption, drugs and pirates, triads and flower boats;
the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong and the Communist takeover of Canton. Peter
Hui--the man who once owned all the opium in Hong Kong--was there for all of it. (Asian
History)
Public Attitude Toward Political Parties in Hong Kong Aug 25 2019
Ghetto at the Center of the World Jul 05 2020 4e de couv.: Chungking Mansions, a
dilapidated seventeen-story commercial and residential structure in the heart of Hong Kong's
tourist district, is home to a remarkably motley group of people. Traders, laborers, and
asylum seekers from all over Asia and Africa live and work there, and even backpacking
tourists rent rooms in what is possibly the most globalized spot on the planet. But as Ghetto
at the center of the world shows us, the Mansions is a world away from the gleaming
headquarters of multinational corporations -instead it epitomizes the way globalization
actually works for most of the world's people. Through candid stories that both instruct and
enthrall, Gordon Mathews lays bare the building's residents' intricate connections to the
international circulation of goods, money, and ideas.
Indelible City Sep 06 2020 An award-winning journalist and longtime Hong Konger
indelibly captures the place, its people, and the untold history they are claiming, just as it is
being erased. The story of Hong Kong has long been dominated by competing myths: to
Britain, a “barren rock” with no appreciable history; to China, a part of Chinese soil from time
immemorial, at last returned to the ancestral fold. For decades, Hong Kong’s history was
simply not taught, especially to Hong Kongers, obscuring its origins as a place of refuge and
rebellion. When protests erupted in 2019 and were met with escalating suppression from
Beijing, Louisa Lim—raised in Hong Kong as a half-Chinese, half-English child, and now a
reporter who has covered the region for nearly two decades—realized that she was uniquely
positioned to unearth the city’s untold stories. Lim’s deeply researched and personal
account casts startling new light on key moments: the British takeover in 1842, the
negotiations over the 1997 return to China, and the future Beijing seeks to impose. Indelible
City features guerrilla calligraphers, amateur historians and archaeologists, and others who,
like Lim, aim to put Hong Kongers at the center of their own story. Wending through it all is
the King of Kowloon, whose iconic street art both embodied and inspired the identity of Hong

Kong—a site of disappearance and reappearance, power and powerlessness, loss and
reclamation.
Hong Kong in the Shadow of China Dec 30 2019 A close-up look at the struggle for
democracy in Hong Kong. Hong Kong in the Shadow of China is a reflection on the recent
political turmoil in Hong Kong during which the Chinese government insisted on gradual
movement toward electoral democracy and hundreds of thousands of protesters occupied
major thoroughfares to push for full democracy now. Fueling this struggle is deep public
resentment over growing inequality and how the political system—established by China and
dominated by the local business community—reinforces the divide been those who have
profited immensely and those who struggle for basics such as housing. Richard Bush,
director of the Brookings Institution’s Center on East Asia Policy Studies, takes us inside the
demonstrations and the demands of the demonstrators and then pulls back to critically
explore what Hong Kong and China must do to ensure both economic competitiveness and
good governance and the implications of Hong Kong developments for United States policy.
Chinese Middlemen in Hong Kong's Colonial Economy, 1830-1890 Jun 15 2021 The
traditional view of the Hong Kong colonial economy is that it was dominated by Western
companies, notably the great British merchant houses, and that these firms enlisted support
from Chinese middlemen - the compradors - who were effectively agents working for the
Western firms. This book, which presents a comprehensive overview of the compradors and
their economic and social functions over the full period of colonial rule in Hong Kong, puts
forward a different view. It shows that compradors existed before the beginning of British
rule in 1842, discusses their economic and social roles in the colonial economy, roles which
included activities for Western firms, for the government and to support compradors' own
commercial activities, and outlines how the comprador system evolved. Overall, the book
demonstrates that the compradors played a key role in the formation and development of
Hong Kong's economy and society, that they were active participants, not just passive
servants of Western companies.
Battle for Hong Kong, December 1941 Aug 06 2020 25 December 1941 is known to this
day by the people of Hong Kong as ‘Black Christmas’. The battle for Hong Kong is a story
that deserves to be better known.
Hong Kong Noir Nov 08 2020 Examines fifteen stories of crimes in Hong Kong, including
the Hello Kitty murders, the murdering taxi driver, and a student that stumbled into the 1967
riots.
Hong Kong Black May 15 2021 A former Navy SEAL unearths a centuries-old conspiracy
while investigating bio-terrorism threats in China, in this action-packed special-ops thriller
for fans of Clive Cussler Former Navy SEAL Nick Foley reluctantly agrees to help
investigate when American CIA operative Peter Yu goes missing in China. But when Yu’s
mutilated body washes up on a beach near Hong Kong, along with dozens of other victims,
the case takes a macabre turn. Suddenly, Nick finds himself embroiled in another bioterrorism investigation being conducted by China’s elite Snow Leopard counter-terrorism
unit and the Chinese CDC—this time involving illegally-harvested organs for an unknown and
nefarious end. But Nick’s investigation does not go unnoticed, and soon he finds a target on
his back. After thwarting an attempt on his life, he is forced to go off the grid and enlist the
help of beautiful CDC microbiologist Dr. Dazhong “Dash” Chen to help unmask his would-be
killer. On the run and looking for answers, their budding romance is tested at every turn.
With each step closer they take to unmasking the truth, Nick and Dash find themselves drawn
deeper into a global conspiracy that began over two thousand years ago with the First
Emperor of China and now threatens to upset the world order as they know it in Hong Kong
Black, the heart-pounding sequel to Alex Ryan's Beijing Red.
Migration in Post-Colonial Hong Kong Aug 18 2021 Since 1995 most mainland migrants to

Hong Kong have been the wives or non-adult children of Hong Kong men of lower socioeconomic status. The majority of immigrants are women, who throughout the past two
decades have accounted for more than 60% of immigration. The profile of immigrants has
been changing and they are significantly more educated than was the case in the past.
Despite the improvement in the educational level of mainland Chinese migrants since 1991,
and their increased involvement in paid employment, migrants have continued to experience
great difficulty integrating into Hong Kong society and anti-immigrant sentiment seems to
have increased over the same period. This raises the question of how gender and socioeconomic factors intersect with migration to influence the extent of migrants' adaption to
Hong Kong society and culture. The growing anti-China sentiment in Hong Kong also raises
the question of how the integration of migrants into a destination society is influenced by the
political context. Examining the questions around migration into Hong Kong from a range of
multidisciplinary perspectives, this book combines quantitative and qualitative data to portray
a detailed image of contemporary Hong Kong.
Ho Chi Minh in Hong Kong Sep 30 2022 It was the trial of a century in colonial Hong Kong
when, in 1931–33, Ho Chi Minh - the future President of Vietnam - faced down deportation to
French-controlled territory with a death sentence dangling over him. Thanks to his appeal to
English common law, Ho Chi Minh won his reprieve. With extradition a major political issue in
Hong Kong today, Geoffrey C. Gunn's examination of the legal case of Ho Chi Minh offers a
timely insight into the rule of law and the issue of extradition in the former British colony.
Utilizing little known archival material, Gunn sheds new light on Ho Chi Minh, communist and
anti-colonial networks and Franco–British relations.
Escape from Hong Kong Jun 03 2020 On 25 December 1941, the day of Hong Kong's
surrender to the Japanese, Admiral Chan Chak—the Chinese government's chief agent in Hong
Kong—and more than 60 Chinese and British intelligence, naval and marine personnel made a
dramatic escape from the invading army. They travelled on five small motor torpedo boats—all
that remained of the Royal Navy in Hong Kong—across Mirs Bay, landing at a beach near
Nanao. Then, guided by guerrillas and villagers, they walked for four days through enemy
lines to Huizhou, before flying to Chongqing or travelling by land to Burma. The breakout laid
the foundations of an escape trail jointly used by the British Army Aid Group and the East
River Column for the rest of the war. Chan Chak, the celebrated "one-legged admiral",
became Mayor of Canton after the war and was knighted by the British for his services to the
Allied cause. His comrade in the escape, David MacDougall, became head of the civil
administration of Hong Kong in 1945. This gripping narrative account of the escape draws on
a wealth of primary sources in both English and Chinese and sheds new light on the role
played by the Chinese in the defence of Hong Kong, on the diplomacy behind the escape, and
on the guerillas who carried the Admiral in a sedan chair as they led his party over the rivers
and mountains of enemy-occupied China. Escape from Hong Kong will appeal not just to
military historians and those with a special interest in Hong Kong and China but also to
anyone who appreciates a good old-fashioned adventure story.
Edge of Empires May 03 2020 In Edge of Empires, Carroll situates Hong Kong squarely
within the framework of both Chinese and British colonial history, while exploring larger
questions about the meaning and implications of colonialism in modern history.
Translation in Hong Kong Mar 13 2021 Hong Kong is a cosmopolitan city where
international communication is a fact of everyday life. Translation has thus always been
essential in bridging the social and cultural gap between Chinese and Western civilizations.
Translation in Hong Kong: Past, Present and Future tries to assess the role played by this
academic discipline at different historical periods and to articulate the issues that confront its
future development. This is one of the most complete if not the best coverage on the subject,
written by notable scholars and practitioners in the field.

A Dictionary of Hong Kong English Mar 25 2022 This book is the first dictionary of Hong
Kong English. It includes only words and word senses that are particular to Hong Kong
English, legitimizing it as a variety in its own right. While the main focus is on contemporary
language use from all domains of Hong Kong life, historical terms and references are covered
as well. Entries are designed according to state of the art lexicography and show
pronunciation, source language, frequency, authentic usage, and cultural conceptualizations.
The dictionary also provides a brief history of Hong Kong English, a list of acronyms and
abbreviations, historical place names and their current equivalents, words of Hong Kong
origin now in international use, as well as further reference material. Patrick J. Cummingshas
taught English and science in Hong Kong for more than a decade.Hans-Georg Wolfis chair
professor for development and variation of the English language at Potsdam University,
Germany.
Academic Freedom in Hong Kong Apr 13 2021 Jan Currie, Carole J. Petersen, and Ka Ho
Mok draw upon interviews with academics and university administrators to examine two
historical incidents that led to a strengthening of academic freedom in Hong Kong, as well as
to legal and political ramifications that continue to reverberate. This book will interest
scholars of East Asia and academics in universities around the world where freedom of
expression is threatened in this time of heightened security.
Remaking Citizenship in Hong Kong Jan 29 2020 Hong Kong has been undergoing
considerable changes since its postcolonial independence. This book provides a detailed
comparative account of the development of citizenship and civil society in Hong Kong from
its time as a British colony to its current status as a special autonomous region of China.
Subjects covered include immigration, race, gender, homosexuality, the law and resistance.
The book also compares citizenship and civil society in Hong Kong with a number of other
East Asian countries.
Traditional Chinese Medicine—Professionalization and Integration in Hong KongJun 27
2022 Chinese medicine has a rich history that has only been made more complex by its
integration with “Western” biomedicine. Legitimization of Chinese medicine in biomedicinedominated health systems, such as that in Hong Kong, has posed significant issues. This
anthology of articles explores relevant social issues related to various Chinese medicine
treatments, including acupuncture and medicinal oils, as well as insight into practitioner
licensing and public perception. Each chapter tackles a topic related to the complicated
process of legitimizing knowledge and power within a specific social and historical context.
Written by professors and researchers with extensive knowledge of Chinese medicine,
government regulation, and sociology, this collection provides an overview of the challenges
and current social context of Chinese medicine that affect students and practitioners of
Chinese medicine, health and para-health biomedical professionals, and patients alike.
Traditional Chinese Medicine: Professionalization and Integration in Hong Kong is the first
book in the Mediated Health Series, which focuses on the effects of media, lifestyle, doctorpatient communication, and the economy on health and aims to help inform medical decisions
and enhance the wellbeing of individuals. "This well-researched book provides deep insight
into the landscape of traditional Chinese Medicine (CM), focusing on ethnic and esoteric
interpretations of “Chinese” and “Western” medicine. The discussion of legitimation and
perception, acupuncture, and hybridization and integration of CM provides a unique
contribution into the domain. CM academics, enthusiasts, and practitioners will certainly find
this book insightful, compelling, and intriguing." – Prof Ian Phau, School of Marketing, Curtin
Business School
Education and Society in Hong Kong: Toward One Country and Two Systems Nov 28 2019
This title was first published in 1992: Explores the implications of the transfer of
sovereignty over Hong Kong in 1997 to the People's Republic of China and the political,

economic and cultural impact of the social transition on education.
Anglo-China Feb 21 2022 A study of the first three decades of British rule in Hong Kong,
focusing on the troubled and controversial process of establishing a British colony at Hong
Kong and on the reception of British rule by people in the region.
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